2. Tutorial ESC Programming myAVR MK2 USB
UFO Doctor, June 5rd, 2010
1. Introduction
The programming of an ESC (Electronic Speed Controller) requires a basic uC
understanding and training. Here you will learn step by step to check your hard- and
software on Windows 7, 32 Bit.
After this you should be ready to program the ESC with the software of Quax.
2. Material: hard- and software
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Fig. 1. myAVR MK2 USB
This board is ideal for basic experiments
and comes with the ICP (In Circuit
Programmer) for the ESC.
1: ICP board called “mySmartUSB”
(shift PCB to the left for disconnecting
from the myAVR board)
2: USB connector for the PC
3: Connector for the programming
adapter to your ESC
The software for this uC board is:
- WINAVR
- AVR Studio
both available free from the internet.
Connector for
ESC Programming
Adapter

Fig. 2. Circuit of the myAVR board (with mySmart USB):
The ICP can be disconnected from the myAVR board by shifting to the left.
Note the signal conditions for switches and LED’s:
Switches (LOW when pressed), LEDs on when supplied with a HIGH
Now you are ready for the first test in uC programming!
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3. Installation of the Software
- Install first the C-compiler WinAVR (AVR-GCC) and after this the AVR-Studio
- Prepare four folders on your PC:
- “ATMEGA experiments” and within these folders:
- “Switch_LED_Docs”;
- “PWM_Test_Gen_Docs”
- “ESC_Prog_Docs”
4. Write your first C-program (with any existing text program)
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Title : First Test of myAVR-Board MK2 USB
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Function : Basic test of a switch and a LED
// Circuit : PC.2 at Switch 1, PB.0 at red LED
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Processor : ATmega8 3,6864 MHz
// Language : C
// Datum : May 23th, 2010
// Version : 1.1
// Author : UFO Doctor
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#include <avr/io.h>
int main ()
// Definition of Main, please do not write (void)
{
DDRB = 0b00000111;
// Data direction PB0, PB1 und PB2 as Output
PORTB = 0b00000000; // all LEDs off
DDRC = 0b00000000;
// Data direction PORT C as Input
PORTC = 0b00000100; // Internal pull-up resistor is set for C2
while ( 1 )
{
if ( bit_is_clear ( PINC,2 ) ) // Switch closed?
PORTB = 0b00000001; // Red LED on
else
PORTB = 0b00000000; // Red LED off
}
}
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Store this in the folder “Switch_LED_Docs” under the name “Switch_LED_Prog1”
Hint: Do not write int main (void), it will cause a useless warning later
5. Open AVR Studio and define the project
Fig.3. Welcome AVR Studio
- Select “New Project”
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Fig. 4. Create new project:
1. Project type: click on “AVR GCC” (for a new C-program
2. Project name: write “SW_LED1” (short, clear name without space)
3. Location: select: PP.\ATMEGA experiments\Switch_LED Docs
4. Click button “Next”
6. Select platform and device
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Fig. 5. Select platform and device:
1: Debug platform select: AVR Simulator
2: Device select: ATmega8 (it is difficult to find, but you are clever)
3: Click Button “Finish*
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7. Copy the C-program into AVR Studio
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Fig. 6. C-Program in AVR Studio
1. Copy the text from “Switch_LED_Prog1” and paste it into this window.
2. Safe this C-program with Ctrl S
8. Configure the project
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Fig. 7. Configuration of the SW_LED1 Project Options
1: Open “Build” and select “Configuration Options”
2: Select Device “atmega8” (should be already here)
3: Type Frequency 1000000 (Hz)
4: Select “-Os” for optimal compiling
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9. Build the hex-file and check the report box: Build succeeded ?

1, better with F7
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3, Very important!

Fig. 8. Compilation and checking the built report box below:
1. Select “Build” scroll to “build” or simply click the F7
2. Check: Device: ATMEGA8 really listed?
3: Built succeeded with 0 Warnings?
If “build” is reported as “failed” you need help! Sometime you see:
“Built succeeded with 2 Warnings” but I cannot tell if this is really bad.
Such a warning you get if you write in the C-program:
int main (void) // Definition of main
instead of:
int main ()
// Definition of main

But in general:
You have to find out what is wrong before continuing.
- Write your problem to Google and look if somebody has the same problem!
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10. Connect myAVR MK2 USB to the PC
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Fig. 9. Connect the myAVR MK2 USB board to the PC
1. Open “Tools” and select AVRprog (first line)
2. Check “AVRprog”:
(Hint: if you see a message “connection failed”, disconnect the USB cable
and plug it in again. Please check also with “Device Manager” that the USB driver is
correct and connected to a COM Port 1 to 4)
3. Check the path for the Hex file: it should be “P\default\SW_LED1.hex”
But unfortunately it shows the OldStuff from your last session
4. Click the button “Browse” and search your hex file
5. Check again “Device” in last line
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Fig. 10. Browse to: ATMEGA experiments\Switch_LED_Docs:
You will find a folder “default” and here:
1: select SW_LED1.hex
2: Open this file
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11. Set the fuse bits (Dangerous!)
Please pay attention, you may deactivate your uC and only with special High Voltage
programmers or external oscillators the uC can be used again!
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Fig. 11. AVRprog ready for fuse bit settings
1: Check the path, should be now P.SW_LED1
2: Click the button “Advanced”
Fig. 12. Fuse Bits
Please be careful!
1: Click “Read” to look at the
momentary fuse settings on your
Atmega8 with the already existing
program
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Do change only the need
parameters!
2: Check or set SPI Enable
3: Check or set the oscillator
conditions:
- Standard is Int ROsc Freq. 1MHz
- Turnigy 10: Int ROsc Freq. 8MHz
- Roxxy 710: Ext Crystal High
frequency with automatic set:
“Start-up time: 64ms +16k CK”
4: Click “Write”
5: Click “Close
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12. Flash the program
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Fig. 13. Ready for flashing!
1: Check the path to the hex-file again: should be P\SW_LED1.hex (as shown here)
2. Click the Flash-button “Program”,
You will notice a blue running bar on the AVRprog screen and the green little LED’s
on mySmartUSB are blinking.
13. Connect the wires on the myAVR MK2 USB board for the functional test
Fig.14. Connections on myAVR MK2
USB board:
- Switch 1 to Port C2
- Red LED to Port B0
Now test your very first uC project:
The red LED is on as long as you
press the switch
Does it work?
Congratulations!
With a little bit of luck you have solved this task. Take a break and a coffee
After this you may proceed to:
3. X-UFO modification for BL and programming the fast PWM test signal generator
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